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INTRODUCTION1

The leadership, as well as this congregation and her preacher, need
to be highly commended for the theme of this present Lectureship
entitled: They Are Ravening Wolves. Although the brochure for the
lectureship is a bit frightening (a ferocious wolf growling in a frighten-
ing manner at us) so are the dangers God’s people are facing today in
the church. While the theme of this lectureship contradicts the very
spirit of our age and is certainly politically incorrect; the words that
comprise the theme come from our Lord. The words of Jesus must be
more meaningful to us than the words and spirit of our own postmodern
culture (Jn. 6:63, 66-68; 12:48-50). Since this attitude (postmodernism)
has infected so much of American culture, that of the world and even
some among our brethren, seemingly without their knowledge,
individuals must be seriously, lovingly, thoughtfully and boldly
warned. Jesus said: “Beware of false prophets who come to you in
sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves” (Mt. 7:15).

All those in the Lord’s church today need to be warned about the
ravening wolves that infiltrate the religious world (1 Jn. 4:1; 2 Pet. 2:1-
3).2 These wolves in sheep’s clothing often seem so loving, kind and
meek, yet when sound brethren expose them for what they really
are—often they show their teeth and become quite vicious and
arrogant. (How dare anyone question their logic, their seemingly
infallible intellects? Some seem to think they are the only clear thinkers
among the brotherhood.) This was the very scenario of which our Lord
warned. These wolves remind one of the Gnostics who claimed some
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special type of elite knowledge the remainder of the church did not
possess. (The rest of us are “just too dumb” for the brilliant ones among
us to explain these newly discovered truths. Only they and their cronies
have recently discovered—by the direct help from the Spirit—they
say.) Their arrogance is sickening, yet it seems to pass as intellectual-
ism, logic and brilliance to some. Ask yourself: “Is that the manner of
which our Lord acted during His ministry on earth as He taught God’s
truth?”

As this theme is examined, John’s words in 1 John 2:18-19 need to
be discussed, and it is my honor to discuss such a fascinating passage.
There, John said:

Little children it is the last time: and as you have heard that
antichrist shall come, even now are there many antichrists;
whereby we know that it is the last time. They went out from us,
but they were not of us; for it they had been of us, they would no
doubt have continued with us: but they went out, that they might
be made manifest that they were not all of us.

THE PREMILLENNIAL VIEW OF THE ANTICHRIST

Identity Of The Antichrist

There has been great disagreement among authors, commentators,
and Bible students over the identity of the “man of sin” in 2 Thessalon-
ians and the “antichrist” in 1 and 2 John. The range of estimations
concerning these two is too numerous to mention. There has probably
not been one generation since the first century in which some individ-
ual has been identified as the “antichrist.” The range of views has been
and still is incredible.3

Premillennialists believe certain signs will precede the return of
Christ. One of these signs is the appearance of the antichrist. Christ’s
return will be followed by a period of peace and righteousness before
the end of the world.4 Hal Lindsay has done much to popularize the
premillennial thought pattern of our day. In his commentary on
Revelation (There’s A New World Coming) he says during the seven-
year tribulation period after the rapture, the period just before the
coming of Jesus to establish an 1,000 year reign of peace on earth, there
will be a future fuhrer that will plague the world. The Left Behind
novels captured the imagination of our nation shattering all-time
bestseller records. The authors believe their novels are true to Biblical
end time prophecies soon to be fulfilled. The novels maintain that the
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antichrist is one man in our future who will have important connections
to a rebuilt Jewish Temple in Jerusalem. They believe most of the
world will follow this future leader away from Christianity toward the
great “Battle of Armageddon.” Shank says: “The mystery and supernat-
ural aura surrounding the great new leader, who declares himself God
and whose minister of religion performs spectacular feats obviously
miraculous ...”5 He says as the final battle comes near: “Antichrist will
make no effort to defend Israel against the invaders, and Israel will fall,
as will Egypt and many countries.”6 Right before humanity completely
destroys itself, Jesus will return and destroy this wicked leader and
bring a 1,000 year reign of prosperity. Lindsay identifies this leader as
Paul’s “man of sin” and John’s “antichrist.” Have you wondered why
all this sounds so far out and completely unbiblical. It is because this
doctrine is far out and unbiblical.7

EXPOSITION OF THE TEXT

This chapter is not an exhaustive look at this text. It is the purpose
of this study to present some of the background material for investigat-
ing the passage, review the millennial position, note some of the
problems that arise as one ponders the text, present some possible
explanations for further study and make an attempt at an adequate
application of the principles learned from the text.

John Warns His Readers

In the first part of his letter, John gave his readers various tests by
which they could know if they were in fellowship with the Father. At
the same time, this showed his opponents they were not in fellowship
with the Lord. In the text under study, John used the direct approach.
He confronts his opponents and their fatal teaching by openly calling
them what they were: antichrists. He exposes their methods (1 Jn. 2:20,
23). Then, he teaches God’s people how to cope with such madness
(1 Jn. 2:24-26). When divine teaching was truly recognized the
disciples were protected against false teachings.8 What a menace to the
life of Christ’s church—these false teachers and their deadly doctrine.9

CONTEXT

To understand any text in the Bible, one must comprehend its
original setting—its original context. Misunderstanding often comes
from not considering context in the Bible, and as a result, many
erroneous things are taught in religion.
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The Epistle of 1 John

It is imperative that one take a brief look at the book of 1 John to
understand the text from the context of the book itself. 1 John is chiefly
didactic and controversial; however, a personal note is not completely
absent. The writer deals with errors he is combating among his
brethren. John may have originally taught these individuals God’s truth
and this may account for the lack of personal details about him. The
book contains the same simplicity of sentence structure as the Gospel
of John. There is little known about the original recipients. Yet, it is
clear the author knew their circumstances and had special interest in
them.10

Occasion For Writing

This urgent letter was called forth by various errors that had crept
in among the brethren, and their immediate need for instruction and
warning. Irenaeus explained that John busied himself in destroying the
doctrine of Cerinthus among brethren. This doctrine promoted living
lives of unrestrained indulgence. Cerinthus was educated in Egypt and
taught that the world was made by a lesser god than the God of the
Bible. He promoted the idea that Jesus was born of Joseph and Mary
and, at His baptism, Christ descended upon Him; then, the Christ
departed from Him before His death. This error claimed superior
knowledge by its adherents and a denial of the physical body of Jesus.
Those to whom John wrote seem to have been troubled by this error.
They tended to have too strong a love for the world and its lusts (1 Jn.
2:15-17), tended to be indifferent toward needy brethren (1 Jn. 3:15-
18), and needed to understand the true character of the world (1 Jn.
5:19). This was the occasion for the writing of this letter.11

Purpose And Plan Of The Letter

John wrote to meet the doctrinal and practical needs of his
audience. John had various purposes for writing: Note the following:

• To affirm the incarnation of Jesus (1 Jn. 1:1-4).

• To warn the brethren against error (1 Jn. 2:26).

• To keep the brethren from sin (1 Jn. 2:1).

• To stress the importance of love (1 Jn. 2:7-11; 4:7-21).

• To exhort the brethren to be separate from the world (1 Jn. 2:15-
17).
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• To warn the brethren against heretical teaching in the church
(1 Jn. 2:18-29).

• To admonish the brethren to live in the light (1 Jn. 1:5-10).

• To show the brethren how to distinguish between truth and error
(1 Jn. 4:1-6).

• To set forth the logical outworking of faith in Christ (1 Jn. 5:1-
12).

• To assure his readers of their salvation (1 Jn. 5:13-17).

• To summarize what the believer knows (1 Jn. 5:18-21).12

The Epistle Of 2 John

This was a personal letter sent to an elect lady and her children.
John was deeply impressed with their devotion to God’s truth. Yet, he
also knew of the persistence of the false teachers in the area. Therefore,
the letter was written to show appreciation for their love of truth, and
to warn them of the deceivers in their area.13

Larger Context Of The Book

In the first portion of 1 John, the author explained that Jesus had
come in the flesh and that the apostles had witnessed this fact (1 Jn.
1:1-3). They had seen, touched and heard Him. He also made this clear
in his Gospel account (Jn. 1:1, 14). Then he explained the beauty of
fellowship with the Lord and His Father (1 Jn. 1:4-10). He explained
the profundity of Christ’s propitiation, His advocacy and the great
importance of submission and love in the disciple’s new life (2:1-11).
Various groups are then admonished in their Christian living (2:12-14).

Immediate Context

In the immediate context, John warned the brethren concerning the
dangers of the world. He cogently said:

Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If
any man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him. For
all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the
eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the
world. And the world passeth away, and the lust thereof: but he
that doeth the will of God abideth for ever (1 Jn. 2:15-17).14

After his warning of the dangers of the world, he warns them of the
dangers of the antichrist that will come, and the antichrists that are
already among them (1 Jn. 2:18-19). God’s people must rid themselves
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of the antichrists and be confirmed in God’s truth (1 Jn. 2:19-21). The
heretics deny that Jesus is the Christ, thus robbing themselves of their
fellowship with God and the promise of everlasting life. John told them
that the one who denies Jesus is the Christ is antichrist; he is a liar and
has denied the Father and the Son (1 Jn. 2:22-25). Thus, one finds the
context of our text under study.15 In this context, one notes God’s
people must be warned about the allurements of the world, and the
allurements of false religion. The text under study concerns the latter.

One of our serious problems, even among some conservative
congregations, our brethren are not being seriously warned concerning
these two dangers—the allurements of the world, and the allurements
of false religion. Some have become convinced this is “too negative.”
They are listening more to the “spirit of our age” than to the apostles of
Christ. They have been more deeply influenced by modern psychology
and philosophy than the Word of God and the Lord (Heb. 4:12; Rom.
1:16). “Though some of you do not want to hear it: our fight with
liberalism and false religion is not over; our fight with the world is not
completed. It is not time to lay our armor down. It is time to be vigilant
and stand!16

The first section of the letter (1 Jn. 1:5-2:17) developed the concept
of fellowship with God—what fellowship with God is and what it is
not. This theme was developed in the prologue (1 Jn. 1:3) and then
elaborated upon (1 Jn. 2:17). The second section of the letter begins
with 1 John 2:18. In the first section, he developed the concept of
fellowship with God without giving much attention to the crisis that
occasioned the letter or the vast seriousness of the situation. He only
mentioned the claim the false teachers made, i.e., to be in fellowship
with God. In this second section of the letter, he will turn attention to
the false teachers and indicate the seriousness of the situation by
characterizing them as “antichrists.” He also seeks to indicate the
urgency to the recipients by declaring that the rise of such antichrists
is an indication of the “last time.” What is at stake is the very heart of
the message of the Gospel as presented in 1 John 1:1-3.17

John’s Principle Thesis

In our text, John reverted to his principal thesis: discrimination
between the true and the false by means of tests. In this passage, it is a
doctrinal test. He draws a clear distinction between those who are false
teachers and those who are genuine teachers (1 Jn. 2:18-21). John
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defines the nature of the heresy with which he is dealing (1 Jn. 2:22-
23). Then, he describes the safeguards against the false teaching.18

THE DUTY OF EACH GENERATION OF GOD’S PEOPLE

Jesus is the only solution for the sins of man (1 Jn. 1:7, 2:1; Jn.
14:6; Acts 4:12). To reject Christ, as did the antichrists, was to reject
God and one’s own salvation. John warned of these heretics and made
a clear distinction between true teaching and false teaching, and how
to detect the antichrists (1 Jn. 2:18-21). The real and present danger was
the false teachers who had rejected truth (a real test of fellowship) and
had gone out from the brethren. It was critical for the brethren to be
able to distinguish and isolate these false teachers. Brethren must
understand, this is the urgent must of each generation of God’s
children. The very fact that there were and are antichrists prove the
time of Christ reigning over His kingdom is proceeding. In fact, at the
time of these writings, antichrists had already appeared and demon-
strated antagonism toward the Lord. They are described in 1 John
4:3—“And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in
the flesh is not of God: and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof you
have heard that it should come: and now already is it in the world.”19

The Antichrists

These brethren had already been warned about the problem of the
antichrist. They already possessed some information about this
situation. They had likely heard about this problem through the
preaching of the writer and others. The term antichrist is only used in
the New Testament by John (1 Jn. 2:18, 22; 4:3; 2 Jn. 7). What is meant
by this term and what are the implications? The word suggests two
possible meanings. The preposition anti used here can signify:

• Over against, or

• Opposed to.

If one takes the former meaning, the word denotes one who puts
himself in the place of Christ. The latter meaning would denote one
who stands in opposition to Christ.20

As one notes all the references to this phrase, he can delineate
certain characteristics of antichrist:

• He is a liar.

• He is a deceiver.
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• He is a denier that Jesus is the Christ.

• He refuses to acknowledge that Jesus Christ has come in the
flesh.21

Some have suggested the word combines both of the above
meanings. Thus, we are identifying one who not only opposes Christ,
but also one who usurps the place of Christ. Some brethren have
concluded that by considering the teachings of the Lord during His
ministry, as well as the language of the apostle Paul, an identity can be
clearly concluded. Jesus said: “For many shall come in my name,
saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many” (Mt. 24:5). And: “For
there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew great
signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall
deceive the very elect” (Mt. 24:24). Then note the words of Paul:

Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not
come, except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin
be revealed, the son of perdition; Who opposeth and exalteth
himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so
that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that
he is God (2 Thess. 2:3-4).

Note the characteristics described here:

• He exalts his will over the will of God.

• He exalts himself against God.

• He sits in the temple of God.

• He sets himself forth as God.

Thus he is:

• The personification of sin.

• The son of perdition.

• A participant in lying wonders to deceive.

Because of these reasons, some identify this one with the antichrist of
John. Note that this individual spoken of by Christ and Paul:

• Seeks to identify himself with deity.

• Attempts to deceive others.

• Arrays himself against God and His Christ.

• Opposes the Lord and His Christ.
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Guy N. Woods concludes that in the time that has passed since
these warnings were penned no “character in history so nearly
conforms in minute detail to the representation here given as the pope
of Rome.” He thought the antichrist described by John and the “man of
sin” described by Paul were one and the same individual.22 Quite
similar is the conclusion reached by McClintock and Strong:

Already in the time of the apostles, there was the mystery of
iniquity, the spirit of antichrist at work. It embodied itself in
various shapes-in the Gnostic heretics of John’s days, the
tendency of some to deny the incarnation of Christ ... All these
have again their refulfilment (so to speak) in the great apostasy
of the papal system.23

Other brethren, such as Mark Lewis, also identify the “man of sin”
as the Roman Catholic Pope. He says the pope and Catholicism have
all the characteristics Paul enumerated. Catholicism was certainly a
“falling away” and it began this falling away at an early period. In A.D.
115-117, Ignatius wrote several letters drawing a distinction between
the bishop and the presbytery. This is how Catholicism began. This
hierarchy system developed over the next several decades so that by the
fourth century the Roman “bishop” was claiming universal authority
over the church. The mystery of iniquity was already at work in Paul’s
day (2 Thess. 2:7).24 The pope seems to be the only person in history
whose roots go back to the first century, will likely be here when Jesus
returns and has the other characteristics of the “man of sin.” Of course,
in our politically correct age this is not popular—as is the case with
many other truths. It is interesting that the Catholic view is: Martin
Luther and the Protestant Reformation was the “man of sin.”25

It is asked why John said many antichrists had arisen long before
the first pope. Woods says it is obvious while this antichrist had not yet
come in the days of Paul and John there were many individuals in their
day who were exhibiting the same spirit that would latter be character-
istic of him, and were therefore properly called antichrists. There were
many false teachers then active who denied the deity of Jesus and
others who denied His humanity. These people possessed the spirit of
the antichrist to come. Some argue the pope does not deny Christ or
oppose Him. Yet, he affects to be the Vicar of Christ on earth—the
personal representative of Christ on earth. He blasphemously claims the
prerogative of Christ in forgiving sins and says he sits in the seat of
Christ on earth. Though he imitates some of the characteristics of Jesus
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this would be expected of one who seeks to deceive others in this
matter. The appearance of these antichrists evidenced the fact that the
last time had been ushered in as one notes the words of Christ (Mt.
24:5, 24-27).26

It goes without saying; one of the difficult problems of the New
Testament is identifying the “man of sin.” Many ideas have been set
forth through the years as to the identity of this individual. Many have
been convinced he is a certain individual, and they seek to identify
some person in history as that person. Others think this term is a
Hebraism referring not to an individual, but to rather a system of evil.
For centuries, much of the Protestant world held the pope or the papacy
was the man of sin.27

There are usually two positions concerning the antichrist of John.
They are:

1. Some hold John did not mean a personal antichrist (1 Jn. 2:18).
He was warning these Christians that anyone denying the
incarnation is antichrist and the idea of antichrist is fulfilled in
this manner. Barclay held that the antichrist is:

... not so much a person as a principle, the principle which
is actively opposed to God and which may well be thought
of as incarnating itself in those men in every generation who
have seemed to be the blatant opponents of God ... the
antichrist was the power of falsehood speaking through
false teachers. As the Holy Spirit inspired true teachers an
evil spirit inspired the false teachers. 28

2. Others hold that John was explaining that such antichrists were
forerunners of a great personal antagonist of Christ—often to
arise at the end of the world.29

One author put the matter in these words: “We are left in doubt whether
this rival of Christ is a principle or a person.30

IT IS THE LAST TIME

The declaration, “it is the last time,” highlights this new section. In
the original, neither occurrence of this phrase has the definite article.
This shows John was speaking in a qualitative manner and not of a
definite last hour.31 He meant this is a last hour type situation. He is
referring to a time of danger or stress related to the history of salvation.
Such times of danger and crisis arise out of conflict with evil. Thus,
John is not referring to the end of time, as many suppose. It is the same
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idea as Peter in (Acts 2:17) when the Christian age is referred to as the
last days. Cf (2 Tim. 3:1). These terms do not refer to the final coming
of Jesus or the end of the world. John saw the crisis brought on by these
false teachers as a time of special importance for his readers for they
might be deceived by these antichrists. He saw it as typical of the times
that Jesus warned about, and the coming of these individuals is a signal
that it is the last days, the last dispensation for man. Man must not be
deceived for there will be no new dispensations to be right with God.32

The Christian Age is the last one on the divine program, therefore
it can be thought of as the last time or the last hour. It is the last time in
which all things are so completed that there remains nothing but the
final coming of Christ. The appearance of the antichrists is a sign of the
beginning of the end, not the end itself.33 This phrase designates a
period of time. This period being the last in the succession of periods
determined by God. It therefore designates the Christian dispensation,
the last of the great periods or ages arranged by the Lord (cf. Isa. 2:2-4;
Acts 2:17; Heb. 1:2).34

The Christian Age is the last age of grace and mercy to mankind.35

The Christian Age is the closing dispensation.36

JOHN IDENTIFIES THE FALSE TEACHERS

In 1 John 2:19, John identifies those he called “antichrists” in verse
eighteen. The antecedent of the pronoun “they” in this verse is
“antichrists” of verse eighteen. They were former members who “went
out from us.” In 1 John 2:22, he explained the reason for their
departure—they denied the truth that Jesus is the Christ. These brethren
became apostates from the fold by going out. The preposition ek
rendered “out from” indicates origin from the center. They were
therefore formerly Christians. John said they were “not of us.”
Although at one time numbered among the brethren, they did not
genuinely continue to belong to Christ. If they had been of us, they
would have continued with us. They had not continued in their
relationship with the church, which they left because they did not really
enjoy an abiding relationship and fellowship with God. Paul explained
in 1 Corinthians 11:19 that there was purpose in God’s providence in
the emergence of a faction: error makes clear pretenders are not
genuine. The counterfeit cannot be permanently hid. The unmasking of
the hypocrite warns all faithful brethren that they too can be deceived.
They were once disciples. If they had continued in the desire to serve
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Christ, and continued to serve Him as those from whom they went out,
they would have continued with them. By their own choice, they
became counterfeits.37 These antichrists went out from the disciples,
and unfortunately, they were seeking to induce others to go out.38 They
had arisen within the church, but they did not possess the same spirit of
love and obedience to Christ as faithful Christians possessed. John says:
“They were not of us” (1 Jn. 2:19). If they had continued to possess
such a spirit, they would have continued with the faithful disciples.39

If these apostate brethren had continued to allow the sacred Truth
of God to remain rooted in their hearts they could have continued in
fellowship with God’s people.40 These individuals chose not to abide
in the teaching of the apostles (2 Jn. 9-11).41

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

It is indispensable that the Bible student has some knowledge of
ancient history and the setting behind the Biblical books. Historical
background is quite helpful in this study. By A.D. 80 the Israelite
nation, for the most part, had rejected Christianity. The separation
between the synagogue and church was then complete. The controversy
concerning justification by the Law of Moses in the church had about
disappeared. Yet, the influx of Gentiles into the church with their
philosophical thought was beginning to create quite a disturbance.
Therefore, many of the later books in the New Testament deal with
these doctrinal problems. The Hellenistic Gentiles were conducting
many discussions concerning the nature of Christ. This situation
continued for centuries. These discussions gave rise to such concepts
as Arianism, Monothelitism, and Monophysitism. The problems John
dealt with in his epistles were an incipient form of Gnosticism. The
basis of this philosophy was: matter is evil and spirit is good. Salvation
came as a result of escape from the material by means of special
knowledge, and only the spiritually elite attained such knowledge. All
matter, even human flesh, was considered evil. Thus, some of these
individuals were extreme ascetics and others extreme libertines. To
them the body was evil. Considering these concepts, how could a pure
God have anything to do with matter? So, some concluded that Jesus
was not really human flesh—He only appeared to be so. God could not
become flesh (Jn. 1:14). John is clearly fighting these concepts in his
epistles (1 Jn. 1:1). He said those who say Jesus is not come in the flesh
are an antichrist (2 Jn. 7). He said there were many of these individuals
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in his day—not only one. The full development of Gnosticism did not
come until the second century. Therefore, it seems John was combating
a precursor of this doctrine in his day. He was fighting a Docetism that
said Jesus only seemed to come in the flesh. These antichrists were pre-
Gnostic false teachers who denied the true nature of Christ. Docetists
affirmed that Jesus had come in appearance only, and that He did not
really come in the flesh.42 Some say the idea that the antichrist is some
future leader is a denial of these statements of John.43

Those from an early time, who claimed to follow Christ, looked for
the antichrist in an individual, not in a policy or a system. He would be
a man armed with satanic powers. Some of those who held to this view
were: Justin Martyr, A.D. 103; Ireaneus, A.D. 140; Tertullian A.D.
150; and, Origen, A.D. 184.44

FELLOWSHIP WITH GOD

After John gave assurance to his audience and warned them against
the love of the world (1 Jn. 2:12-17), he then explained that belief in
the deity of Christ is a condition to having fellowship with God. He
will return to that theme in 1 John 4:2ff; 4:14ff; 5:6. Yet, the immediate
point here is the special attention given to the false teachers among
their number. This is the basic occasion for the entire letter. He clearly
emphasized the danger—their appearance is an indication of the “last
time.” In view of the “coming Christ,” the disciple must not fail to do
right and he must also beware of the dangers arising from these false
teachers, which John identified as antichrists. The abiding Word of God
can guard them from these dangers (1 Jn. 2:24).

CONCLUSION

One of the main reasons John wrote was to warn brethren concern-
ing false teachers and their doctrines. Thus, he gave the admonition to
“try the spirits” (1 Jn. 4:1). All religious teachers are to be tested and
the only acceptable manner in which to do this is by the Word of God.
If a teacher did not conform to the Word of God, he was to be rejected,
and that is the way it must be in our day. Anyone who in any manner
opposes the Christ, denies the divinity of Christ and/or teaches things
contrary to the Word of God may be considered antichrist. All
institutions that arise from a man or men with this character are indeed
developments of antichrist. As long as men deny God’s authority to
govern them and go about to establish their own authority in religion
we have antichrists. When one seems to think he is wiser than the
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Almighty and establishes his own authority in religion this principle is
clearly at work. Dissatisfaction with God’s laws as God gave them is
clearly antichrist. May we deplore such a spirit in any place that it is to
be found. One brother clearly said:

To make it clearer let us state that whenever and wherever men
have added to, taken from, changed, perverted, spoken presump-
tuously, used their tongues and say: He saith, spoken a vision out
of their own heart and not out of the mouth of Jehovah, make
void the Word by their own tradition, corrupt it, handle it
deceitfully, or go beyond it in any way, there we find the
embodiment of lawlessness and the man of sin at work.45

A deadly peril to fellowship with God is this antichrist. Any system
that makes Jesus anything less than He is, as set forth in the Gospel, is
an expression of antichrist. The church must always be on guard against
such tendencies and teachings. To be influenced by purely human
philosophy and wisdom will bring God’s people into bondage to
antichrist.46 Adam Clarke well said that any person, thing, doctrine,
system of religion, policy, etc. that is opposed to Christ and to the spirit
and spread of Christianity is antichrist. Anyone who attempts to lower
the standards of Jesus to the spirit and taste of the world is antichrist.
Since the days of John, there has been a succession of opposition to
Christianity, thus every enemy of Christ, everyone who opposes His
reign is antichrist.47 Antichrists are not merely a thing of the past. As
time goes on, individuals will continue to reject the deity of Christ, His
authoritative Word and His absolute standard of morality. Modernists,
Humanists, sectarians and other modern deceivers indicate the last time
still exists.48

One of the tests of possessing fellowship with God is one’s attitude
toward Christ. To deny Christ has come in the person of Jesus is to
demonstrate an attitude that is antichrist. In John’s day, the denial of
the deity of Christ—the false teaching that separated the human from
the divine in Him—opened the door for all kinds of sensualism to those
claiming to follow Him. This made them antichrists. In the religious
world of today, the liberalism and postmodern morality also fit John’s
definition of antichrist. These concepts are certainly not new, yet they
come in varied forms in every age. The subtle denial of His deity by
those who claim to follow Him—the removal of moral absolutes, the
opening of the gates of licentiousness for those daring to say they
follow Him is indeed antichrist.49
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Barclay appropriately said that for John the relevance for all this is
that the mind of men is the battleground. The spirit of the antichrist was
struggling with the Spirit of God for possession of men’s minds.
Therefore, the mind is thus the field of operation for the antichrists of
the world. This evil seeks to pervade men’s minds, and there is nothing
more potent for evil than that.50 This is the reason we must saturate our
mind, our congregation, our nation and our world with God’s Truth.
This is why lectureships as this one need to continue.
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